Resampling rules for importance sampling play a critical role in achieving good performance of the particle filters by preventing the sampling procedure from generating degenerated weights for particles, where a single particle abruptly possesses significant amount of normalized weights, and from wasting computational resources by replicating particles proportional to these weights. In this work, we propose two new resampling rules concerning minimized variance and minimized bias, respectively. Then, we revisit a half-with based resampling rule for benchmarking purposes. The proposed rules are derived theoretically and their performances are compared with that of the minimized variance and half widthbased resampling rules existing in the literature using a supply chain simulation in terms of their resampling qualities (mean and variance of root mean square errors) and computational efficiencies, where we identify the circumstances that the proposed resampling rules become particularly useful.
INTRODUCTION
Successful supply chain management in globally competitive markets necessitates coherent planning and control across as well as within each strategic, tactical, and operational units (Dreyer et al., 2009; Rupp and Ristic, 2000) . In the decision making process of coherent planning and control, effective monitoring and hence obtaining the latest information reflecting current supply chain status and capabilities becomes critically important, while not disrupting its ongoing operations. However, supply chains generate massive datasets at each measurement point due to their large-scale, dynamic and complex nature, where both the collection and the analysis become quite challenging and computationally intensive. Even though this situation holds true for the strategic and tactical levels, it becomes even more obvious at the operational level where the number of parameters as well as the frequency of update for each parameter grow significantly. In order to enable timely monitoring, simulation-based analysis, and control of these supply chains at the operational level in an economical and effective way, Celik and Son (2010) proposed a datadriven adaptive simulation scheme incorporating Bayesian inferencing by means of particle filters. Particle filtering (also known as Sequential Monte Carlo or sequential importance sampling with resampling) defines a class of simulation-based estimation techniques, which have been used to solve various types of sequential Bayesian inference problems that are encountered in wide range of areas such as econometrics (Casarin and Sartore, 2008; Flury and Shephard, 2008) , signal and image processing (Brasnett et al., 2007; Xu and Li, 2007) , robotics (Schulz and Burgard, 2001) , and recently supply chain management (Celik and Son, 2010) . In this study, the particle filtering algorithm intends to estimate the actual status of the supply chain members in terms of "mean time between failures" for each machine, which is further used in preventive maintenance and part routing scheduling problems in the supply chain control. The idea behind the particle filtering resides in effective sampling from a sequence of probability distributions, and the algorithm is structurally composed of two major steps including importance sampling and resampling. Resampling, by definition is drawing repeated samples from subsets of available data based on a given criteria. It plays a critical role in the performance of the particle filter as it may resolve the potential issues of weight degeneration where after a few iterations, all but one particle will have negligible weight (Ristic et al., 2004) and waste of computational resources by replicating particles in proportion to their weights. In this work, we enhance the efficiency of the generic particle filtering algorithms by presenting improvements in their resampling techniques, namely variance-based resampling and biasbased resampling efficiency rules, respectively. Then, we revisit a half width-based resampling rule for benchmarking purposes. Here, all these three resampling rules arise from three distinct statistical standpoints. The proposed rules are first derived theoretically and their performances are benchmarked against the performances of the resampling rule developed by Kong et al. (1994) and half width-based resampling rule revisited in this work in terms of their resampling qualities and computational efficiencies using a simulation study.
PROPOSED RESAMPLING RULES FOR PARTICLE FILTERING ALGORITHMS
In order to provide a consistent notation throughout the article, we briefly describe the sequence of operations of generic particle filter in Figure 1 , where a random vector , is assumed to be with distribution , the proposal distribution is assumed to approximate the posterior and ∝ , stands for the iteration number, denotes the sample size, denotes each individual sample drawn at iteration 0, is the proposal density, are the measurements from times 1 to , and is the Dirac peak. In this work, our focus is to develop efficient resampling rules to be used as part of Step 2 of the algorithm given in Figure 1 . 
Importance Sampling
Following the same notation that is provided before in generic particle filtering algorithm (see Figure 1 ), we consider a random vector , with new samples of size for each iteration . However, throughout this section, by hiding the index , we use only the random vector to represent the sample of any iteration to facilitate explanation. Here, random variable is assumed to have the probability density function (or probability mass function) and a function (which is described below). In Step 3 of the particle filtering algorithm, our goal is to estimate the expected value of a function of (e.g., , where , using the Monte Carlo approximation provided in (1). Here, is an unbiased estimate of .
( 1) where are independent samples drawn from .
Importance sampling (Kong, 1992; Ristic 2004) suggests estimating properties of a desired distribution (e.g., the expected value in our case), while having samples generated from a different alternative distribution rather than the original distribution of interest when the original distribution is not known or very hard to generate samples from. In this work, we represent that alternative distribution as . Using this alternative distribution, we can denote as given in (2), and its unbiased Monte Carlo estimate, , as given in (3). (2) ( 3) and (4) where , and and are the importance sampling weight of sample i and its normalized version, respectively.
The reason behind the introduction of term is the fact that while , the sample mean might not necessarily be equal to . Therefore, the term is introduced by having a sample mean of one by its normalized definition, to resolve this bias issue, and force to be an unbiased estimate of . Our estimate of can be represented as in (5).
where (5) In this work, we have developed an improved stratified resampling rule based on the efficiency of using the ratio of as a measure of relative efficiency between sampling from and . In the prior literature (Kitagawa, 1996; Kong, 1992) , in several cases, the estimation of the ratio is made via the Delta method which is a generalized combination form of central limit theorem and Slutsky's theorem. In some other particular cases, the approximation of the aforementioned ratio highly relies on the first order Taylor series expansion assuming that the higher order terms are negligible. In this study, we relax this quite strong assumption given the fact that the current sampling accuracy has a significant impact on determining the future sampling steps. In particular, we use the second order Taylor series expansion of ratio of variables in order to obtain a closed form solution that can be practically useful and efficient when employed in the particle filtering algorithms.
Closed Form Representation of the Variance of Ratio of Variables using Theorem of Taylor Series Expansion
In this section, we provide the proof to obtain a closed form formula of the variance of ratio of variables using the theorem of Taylor series expansion. The widely known Taylor series expansion of any function of two variables (i.e., can be found in earlier derivations shown by Guterman and Nitecki (2006) , and Randall (2006) . In this work, however, we are interested in the application of the Taylor expansion in a variance function of ratio of variables where we make use of the second order expansion in particular while the derivation of closed form formula is provided for any order .
Let us consider a function of two variables , whose total change of the function can be due to changes either in variable or variable . Therefore, if and are assumed to be constant, the direction of the mentioned change in the plane can be shown by (6).
Next, the chain of equations which derives the second total differential of the function by taking the differential of the first total differential of , is shown in (7)- (10). ;
; Here, the generalization of the derivation given in (7) to the total differential of order yields to (8).
By using the closed form shown in (8), the Taylor series expansion of for the neighborhood of the point can be written as in (9).
At this point, by using the closed form formula shown in (9) for the second order Taylor series expansion, our function of ratio of variables can be approximated via the series of (10)-(13) around the neighborhood of the point .
where and (12) where and (13) Next, using the closed form formula derived in (13), we first estimate the variance of using the second order Taylor approximation as shown in (14)- (15) considering and .
Utilizing the estimate of the variance of the function shown in (15), we then derive the variance estimate of as shown in (16) where is the sample size.
(16)
Resampling Rule 1: Variance-based Relative Sampling Efficiency Rule
In the resampling step, the goal is to eliminate the particles with low weights while distributing more particles in more probable regions. The decision of resampling can be made based on different reasoning (rules). In our first contribution of this study, we develop a stratified resampling rule, which is optimum in terms of minimized variance, by following the footsteps of a well-known stratified resampling rule, which was first proposed by Kong et al., (1994) . In this section, by using the Taylor series approximation for variance of the ratio estimates, we develop an improved stratified resampling rule which focuses on the ratio of as a measure of relative efficiency between sampling from and . To this end, following the explanation given in (1)-(6), we obtain a closed formula relationship between and as derived in (17)- (22). (17) where .
where .
Then, in our estimate of the variance , the resultant equation becomes as in (21). (21) where , and .
Finally, the proposed estimate of the ratio of variances , and reduces to the following. (22) Similar to the stratified resampling rule developed by Kong et al., (1994) , the proposed improved stratified resampling rule does not involve . This makes the proposed estimation particularly useful as a measure of the relative efficiency of importance sampling. During importance sampling (e.g., within Sequential Monte Carlo algorithms), the effective sample size in the resampling stage is defined as below with being estimated by the sample variance of the standardized weights.
(23)
Resampling Rule 2: Bias-based Relative Sampling Efficiency Rule
From the second order Taylor series expansion of for a point in the neighborhood of the point , we obtain the approximation given in (24). (24) Given our function, , we determine the first and second order derivates as shown below.
Furthermore, the approximation of our function, , can be denoted as follows.
Now, if we take the expectation of this function knowing that and , we obtain the general open form for the covariance.
(27) Now, we switch to the notation used to determine our resampling rule as part of importance sampling. As mentioned earlier in (5), and repeated below is our variable of interest as the ratio of mean estimators.
where (28) The bias of the ratio estimator above can be determined as follows using the proofs from Koop (1951) and Koop (1976) , respectively. It should be noted here that we used the letter for our particular function of interest rather than , which was used earlier to represent the more general derivations. 
Provided , and , our approximation of bias becomes as follows.
Therefore, the square of the bias, which is usually considered as part of the mean square error becomes as the following.
(33)
Finally, given a sample where can be evaluated up to a constant, and can be estimated by the sample covariance between the standardized weights and the distribution , the bias based rule of effective sample size to be considered in the resampling stage of importance sampling becomes as the following.
(34)
Resampling Rule 3: Half Width-based Sampling Efficiency Rule
Assuming that the initial sample size during the importance sampling is , is the confidence level on where , is the desired half width, is the value of a -score in a twotailed test with -value, degrees of freedom using students -distribution, and is our current sample standard deviation, the probability of obtained values being in between the upper and lower control limits is given in (35).
. (35) The half width , is then defined as when we replace with based on the fact that a t-distribution with infinitely-many degrees of freedom is a normal distribution. Now if we solve the half width formula given above for , (36) To this end, if , then no further action is required since we can estimate the mean with a ( ) confidence level using the current sample size. Otherwise if , then we will need to increase the sample size by samples in order to reach the effective sample size. By the definition of half width, with probability as . Assuming that the measurement errors are independent and identically distributed, if , then and . Hence, the confidence interval formed is asymptotically valid as reaches to zero.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS VIA SIMULATIONS
In the previous sections, three different resampling rules have been discussed from three different statistical perspectives, where two new resampling rules (variance-based and bias-based relative sampling efficiency rules) were proposed, and one was revisited (half-width based sampling efficiency rule). Theoretical derivations have been also provided for the proposed rules as well as the revisited one. In this section, these three algorithms are compared against each other as well as against a resampling rule pro-posed by Kong et al., (1994) which we refer as "Kong rule" in terms of their resampling qualities (mean and variance of their root mean square errors) and computational effort (computation time). For this benchmarking, large scale supply chain simulations which have been built to represent a semiconductor manufacturing supply chain that is comprised of three echelons (wafer manufacturing fab, semiconductor manufacturing fab, and assembly and packaging fab) has been used. The status parameters sought in these simulations are "mean time between failures (MTBF) " for each machine in the considered shop floor (member) of this supply chain, where each shop floor includes at least hundred machines. These machines perform various operations such as diffusion, etch, photo, metals, and probe processes. By knowing the current system status (mean time between failures in this case), the final goal of the analysis is then to evaluate various preventive maintenance and part routing scheduling policies under various scenarios. All of the results shown in this section are obtained out of 30 replications of the same simulation with different seed values, where MTBF is the state parameter. Figures 2 and 3 show the results obtained for the resampling qualities in terms of mean and variance root mean square errors (RMSE) of their estimates. The proposed bias-based relative efficiency sampling rule is shown to be the least effective among all of the compared algorithms since the mean RMSE values recorded for this resampling rule is greater than that of all the others. Half-width based sampling efficiency rule, while performing slightly better than the proposed bias-based relative sampling efficiency rule, is outperformed by both the proposed variance-based relative sampling efficiency rule as well as the Kong rule. Even though, mean RMSE decreases as the sample size increases, regardless of the used resampling rule, the proposed variance-based relative sampling efficiency rule produces the smallest RMSE on average. Regarding variance of the recorded RMSE values, Kong rule produces the largest variance in its results up to a sample size of 1000, and after this sample size, recorded variances of RMSE values decrease dramatically, and even becomes smaller than that of both half-width and bias-based resampling rules. The proposed variance-based resampling rule on the other hand, depicts the smallest amounts of variances in RMSE in most of the cases. However, when the sample size is 200, half-width based resampling rule generates slightly lesser amount of variance in RMSE than that of variance-based resampling rule; and when the sample size is 1400, proposed bias-based resampling rule produces slightly lesser variance in RMSE when compared to the results of the same. Based on the above results, the proposed bias-based relative sampling efficiency rule is not recommended for the cases where reasonable accuracy is necessary with a particle set size of less than 1000 due to computational resource unavailability. When the particle set size can be ranged between 1000 and 1500, the proposed bias based relative sampling efficiency rule can be selected over half-width based resampling rule as the former one results in smaller variances against very close mean values. On the other hand, the use of Kong rule might be risky as well when the sample set size is limited with 1000 particles, since the variance of the estimates are the highest among all the methods compared in this study. Overall, based on the estimation results plotted in this work, the proposed variance-based relative sampling rule is recommended to be employed in particle filtering algorithms, when the sample set size is upper bounded with 1000 particles, and the best possible accuracies are targeted with limited computational resources. When this limitation is relaxed up to 2000 particles, the difference between the Kong rule and the proposed variance-based relative sampling rule becomes minimum, hence both algorithms are equally recommended. It should be noted here that, the results obtained in this work is based on the simulation considered in this work, and the performance of the proposed variance-based relative sampling efficiency rule may involve even more significant computational savings while preserving accuracy in the system estimates when it is applied to the real-world supply chain control situation, that is greater in both scale and complexity. In addition, while the performance of the bias-based relative sampling rule is shown to be weak when compared to other methods, the performance of the methods combining these proposed rules may still outperform the individual rules. Future venues of this study will focus on the performance of these combined methods. As part of the experiment in this work, the computational effort required for the algorithms are investigated by measuring the time required to perform resampling of weight sequences. Figure 4 shows the measured times each resampling algorithm requires. As can be seen from the same figure, the computational effort necessary for the implementation of these algorithms are directly related to the particle set size and not related to the selection of the resampling method since all of the rules discussed in this study have computational complexities of , where is the particle set size as mentioned earlier.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, three resampling rules have been discussed in order to be used within particle filtering algorithms from three different perspectives. Among them, two rules, the variance and bias-based relative efficiency rules, are the improved version of the rules existing in the literature, whereas one of them (halfwidth sampling efficiency rule)is revisited one existing in the literature. The proposed rules have been first derived theoretically and then benchmarked against the revisited half-width based resampling rule as well as widely known Kong rule using a supply chain simulation in terms of their resampling qualities and computational efficiencies. Results obtained from our simulation experiment show that the proposed variance based resampling rule outperforms all the other three algorithms including the proposed biasbased resampling rule in terms of the recorded mean RMSE values. When estimating the states of the large scale, dynamic and complex systems such as supply chains and target tracking, the utilization of this rule is recommended compared to the other three rules discussed in this work as part of particle filtering algorithms. This selection will enable better accuracy results via less number of particle set sizes, which in turn prevents the simulations from wasting computational efforts. The proposed variance-based relative sampling rule may result in even greater savings in terms of computational resources when applied to the real-world complex scenarios, where both the state estimation and the measurement are more timeconsuming and computationally challenging. Appropriate selection of the resampling rule is also critical in achieving desired accuracy levels in estimations when the number of samples those can be drawn is limited with the nature of the process. On the other hand, the performance of the proposed bias-based relative sampling rule was proven to be weak when compared to the other methods. However, the perfor-mance of the methods combining two or more of the aforementioned rules (including the bias-based relative sampling rule) may still outperform the individual rules. Future venues of this research concerns itself with focusing on the performance of these blended resampling schemes. As all four of the discussed algorithms have complexities of , they are equivalent when selection of the resampling is based solely on the computational effort.
